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culture ceased to exist, and partly upon the fact that
many of the remains have been covered with volcanic
ash from an adjacent volcano where geological evi-
dence gives us a fairly adequate idea of the time
which has elapsed since it was last in eruption. Leav-
ing out the question of the decomposition of diorite
and other rocks at this locality, a question not as yet
determined, we have the best evidence of extreme
antiquity in the alluvial and other deposits. From
four to twelve feet of soil have accumulated since the
abandonment of the site by the unknown cultured
race which left us these mute remains. That alone
bespeaks an enormous period of time, for while we
have no definite data as to the annual rate of deposit
in the locality we can form some idea of the ages
that must have passed since the prehistoric people
first worshiped and offered sacrifices before their idols
at this spot. We know that the site has not been
occupied or in use since the arrival of Europeans,
and hence the thin superficial layer of mold that
covers the uppermost potsherds and remains must
represent the debris of at least four hundred years.
Brush fires have probably destroyed a portion of the
decaying vegetation which accumulated upon the
surface, and some probably has been carried away
by heavy rains. But even if we allow fifty per cent,
destroyed annually in this way, the accumulation
would not have exceeded two or three inches in a
century. At this rate it would require four hundred
years to deposit a foot of soil, and an accumulation
of ten feet would indicate that some four thousand
years have passed since the first monuments were
erected. I say "first" for it is evident that the site

